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H
istory shows, then, that in capitalist society

one function of post-compulsory education,

including adult education, is to be a class

struggle instrument. It further shows that, whereas

for half a century the ruling class in the UK has used

state-provided higher education more and more

effectively as such an instrument, over the same

period, with a few, relatively limited counter-

instances, the organised working-class has allowed

the instrument forged by the Ruskin strikers and

their successors – that is, the Independent Working-

Class Education movement initiated in 1908 that

eventually came to comprise the Plebs League, the

Central Labour College and the National Council of

Labour Colleges, parts of which survived until 1964 -

to slip from its grasp.

    The reasons for this are too complex to

investigate here. Nevertheless, it’s clear that over the

post-World War 2 period the organised working-

class has come to accept – or at least to acquiesce

in – the ruling class’s definition of  education. There

is no modern day equivalent to William Cobbett’s

concept of ‘heddekashun’ or the Plebs League’s

concept of ‘orthodox education’, and this in turn

indicates that the labour movement and the left in

general do not now possess their own positive

concept of what class-struggle education for

working-class adults can and should be. Therefore

we now must try to sketch out such a concept in a

form that is relevant to present-day circumstances.

    The word ‘education’ is used in at least two

different senses: first to refer to an economic sector

and the institutions that compose it, such as

schools, colleges and universities; and secondly, to

refer to a process. We are concerned here with this

second sense.

    One thing that follows from this is that education

and what goes on in schools, colleges and

universities are not necessarily the same thing. As a

matter merely of factual description, some of what

takes place in these institutions is education and

some of it is not. For example, primary schools look

after children as well as teaching them, secondary

schools conduct exams as well as preparing

students for them, colleges carry out testing that

accredits only prior experiential learning, and

universities routinely do contract research that does

not feed directly into teaching. At the same time,

education can – as the Plebs League classes did -

take place outside these institutions.

    In thinking about education as a process, we

need, first, to distinguish it from the process of

learning. All education involves learning, but only

some learning is education. For example, when you

learn something purely by chance from experience

that is not education.
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    Conventional definitions of education as a

process usually present it as the politically neutral

handing on from one generation to the next either of

ethical norms or of knowledge as outstanding

individuals have developed it to that point. We reject

this definition as both inadequate and false.

    For us, education is a planned process of

teaching and learning in which all of those who take

part do so knowingly. This process involves people

working with one another to produce some or all of

them as bearers of an enlarged and/or enhanced

capacity. This capacity, in turn, necessarily

comprises the ability to apply techniques and

procedures (in short, skill), the ability to call up

memorised information (in short, knowledge) and the

ability to use and develop concepts (in short,

understanding).

Training

To understand what education is we also need to

distinguish it from training. Training is a process of

instruction plus systematic practice. Its goal is that

at the end those who have undergone the training

will be able to apply specific techniques and

procedures in specific spheres. In other words, the

outcomes of training can be – and usually are - fully

defined in advance. All education has some training

as its necessary condition – that is, there is no

such thing as education which does not enlarge or

enhance participants’ ability to apply specifiable

techniques or procedures. But the nature of

education properly so called is such that its

outcomes cannot be restricted to goals defined in

advance. For teaching and learning to count as

education there must always be the possibility that

it will take a direction and/or move forward to an

extent that has not been decided - or even imagined

– beforehand.

    This distinction between education and training

has far-reaching implications. Where training is

concerned, it may well be appropriate for the

instructor to put to the trainees questions to which

he or she already knows the desired – the ‘correct’ –

answer. But where education is concerned, the

questions put are characteristically open-ended.

They are designed to pose problems about the

subject matter that will enable both teacher and

students, working together, to understand it better.

In this second case, then, the teacher really wants

to hear what the student(s) will say, because the

possibility exists that he or she can learn from them

things which they know and which he or she does

not know, and further, that together they may

generate ideas that are new to both. To put this

another way: education and training are two ends of

a continuum, and the more a given process of

teaching and learning tends towards the education

end of this continuum, the more it becomes a

dialogue between and amongst those taking part, in

which all involved can learn from and teach one

another.

    But in the context of class-struggle this has yet

more implications. In the field of ideological – as

distinct from economic and political – class

struggle, there are three broad fields of activity. One

of these fields is intellectual production: the

generation, development, elaboration or refinement

of ideas. Another is the dissemination of ideas,

either as propaganda (many ideas to a few people)

or agitation (a few ideas to many people), which in

the latter case normally implies that the ideas

disseminated will give rise to activity. But if, on the

one hand, those who are in a position to think

through the logical implications of ideas are not

required to stay in touch with what other people are

experiencing, feeling, doing, saying, asking, thinking

etc, and if, on the other, those who are organised

primarily for activity are not guided by ideas that

have been thought through, no effective movement

can be built. Therefore there must be a third sphere

of ideological struggle, a sphere in which ideas and

activity overlap, a sphere in which dialogue takes

place between those whose role at any given

moment is mainly to elaborate ideas and those

whose role is mainly to engage in activity. The

dialogic education of working-class activists – in

short, IWCE - is this sphere.

Mis-education

Finally, when we are considering the education of

workers within capitalist society, we shall see that it

is not possible to understand what education

properly so-called is unless and until we recognise

that in this social order there is also something that

purports to be education, but actually fights against

it. This ‘something’ we can call ‘education’, or

indoctrination, or, to borrow a term used in the

1960s by the anarchist writer Paul Goodman, mis-

education.  (Our use of this term does not mean that

we agree either with Goodman’s analysis or with his

proposals.)

    The capitalist class has several reasons for

providing most working-class children and young

people for some of the time - and some of them for

much of the time - with forms of teaching and

learning that, within limits, are genuinely educative.

It does this, for example, because the economy

requires workers who can read, write and calculate

to a certain level, because it needs to pick out and

train some people from working-class backgrounds
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to act directly on its behalf as scientific personnel,

technicians or managers, and sometimes because

giving in to working-class demands for education

has allowed it to defuse pressure for concessions in

areas that would be more damaging to its interests.

On top of this, most teachers of working-class

children and young people strive to provide valid

education for them, frequently in the teeth of

management demands for paperwork that serve

other ends altogether. But none of this alters the

fact that the basic thrust of both the statutory

schooling and the post-compulsory teaching and

learning provided to the majority of working-class

people by capitalism is to mis-educate them.

    Mis-education is an ideological instrument that

the capitalist class uses to try and keep working-

class people under control and, more positively, to

persuade them to act in its interests.

Non-practitioners

Like education properly so-called, mis-education is

a process of teaching and learning that is planned.

But whereas with genuine education the teachers

themselves are usually involved in deciding the

content and approach, in the case of teaching and

learning that is intentionally mis-educative the

planning tends to be done at an earlier stage by

non-practitioners, for example policy-makers or

people who work for exam boards, think-tanks and

the like, and the teachers have to do their best

within a mis-educative structure imposed from

above.

    Education properly so-called tries on principle to

make available to students the whole truth and

nothing but the truth about the topics that it is

dealing with (of course at a level and to a depth that

is feasible given their existing knowledge and

experience). Mis-education, in contrast, sometimes

tells outright lies, sometimes distorts the truth,

sometimes leaves out crucial information,

sometimes smuggles in false assumptions, or

sometimes does all of these things at once. And so,

by means that are often very subtle, it deliberately

narrows students’ freedom to think for themselves.

    For example, valid education in biology will teach

students the true history of how Darwin developed

his theory of evolution, in competition with other

theories of evolution and with religious views that

denied evolution altogether. It will also explain

Darwin’s theory in a manner that will allow students

to understand it. So in this case true education puts

students in a position where they can decide for

themselves whether to accept this theory or not.

But mis-education in biology will give students an

incomplete account of Darwin’s theory alongside

present-day creationist views, and it will be

structured in such a way as to imply that both of

these are equally feasible as scientific hypotheses.

So by this means mis-education puts the students in

a position where it is harder than it would otherwise

be for them to reject creationism.

    Teaching that is structured from above to mis-

educate usually includes an element of real

education, because otherwise people would reject it

too readily. For a different reason, education properly

so-called cannot avoid including some mis-

education. This is because we live in class society,

where the effects of mis-education are present in

virtually everyone from an early stage. When people

resist valid education, it’s often because they have

accepted mis-education in the knowledge area

concerned.  Therefore sooner or later real education

always has to challenge mis-education. And whether

those participating know it or not, virtually every act

of teaching and learning that takes place within

capitalist society involves some form of struggle

between these two things. This in turn reflects the

fact that here, as in other fields of ideological

struggle, few if any procedures are class-neutral, and

where neutrality appears to exist, this is usually

because the competing forces are for the moment

equally strong.

    However, the distinction between education

properly so-called and mis-education has much more

far-reaching implications than this.

    Under capitalism, the extent to which large-scale

problems can be solved collectively is limited both by

the private accumulation that drives the system and

by the fact that the dominance of capital depends on

a division between intellectual and ‘manual’ labour.

Always and everywhere, in all its forms, class

society produces and reproduces a layer of people

who in normal times are loyal to the ruling class and

who specialise, first, in appropriating from workers

the insights that those workers have as a

consequence of their participation in production,

secondly, in elaborating those insights so as to turn

them to the advantage of that ruling class, and thirdly

in intervening in workers’ lives, including by mis-

education, in such a way as actively to disrupt their

efforts to reclaim control of the knowledge to which

they themselves or their predecessors have

ultimately given rise.

Surplus

How did this division of labour come into being? At

an early stage in the development of human society,

where people were organised in groups of hunters

and gatherers who all had to work together to stay

alive and any surplus was soon consumed, the
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capacity to reflect on insights gained from these

processes must have resided in everybody other

than tiny children. Many such societies, however,

from a certain stage began to develop ideological

practitioners such as magicians, healers, seers,

soothsayers, cunning persons or shamans - in short

people who are at least partly exempted from

productive activity in exchange for confronting

uncertainty on behalf of the group as a whole, and

for organising the group’s response to that

uncertainty through rites of passage, as for example

at birth, puberty and death. As class societies

developed, either along the route of settled

agriculture or nomadic pastoralism or both, some of

these practitioners would have attached themselves

as priests to the emergent ruling class, and the

activities of others must have been marginalised or

suppressed altogether.

    In short, there would from this point on be a

section of the population permanently exempted

from physical work so that they could perform

intellectual functions on behalf of the ruling class.

These functions would have included organising,

maintaining and passing on to successors some

genuine knowledge about the world, for example of

the climate as it affects the production of food, but

also collecting taxes, supervising compliance with

the dominant religion, and, finally, refining and

organising conceptual tools – in short, thinking

about thinking. In the last of these cases, the raw

materials from which such tools were developed

must have been generated by the mass of the

population at the level of routine work, and then

appropriated by these functionaries, who then

maintained their control over them, by their

exemption from manual labour, their preferential

access to measuring instruments, manuscripts,

books and maps, and their exclusive use of

symbolic devices such as hieroglyphs, images,

languages, scripts, calendars, legal codes and

memory systems.

Power

All forms of class society have operated some

version of this division, but all have also, necessarily,

operated another division: between those who have

the power to take strategic decisions and those who

in normal times have no alternative but to execute

those decisions. The relation between these two

kinds of division alters both from one form of class

society to another and within the history of any one

such form. At every stage, however, ‘the division of

material and mental labour’ at best restricts - and for

much of the time suppresses – the opportunities for

routine workers to think about - and still more to

attempt to solve - strategic societal problems.

    Along with this process of intellectual

appropriation, the division between intellectual and

manual labour also actively disrupts – for example

by mis-education - the ability of those who do

routine work to think through fully the logical

implications of  their own insights, and thereby

prevents them from developing those insights into

transferable generalisations that can change how

production - and with it the social order more

generally - is organised. This happens not only

because those engaged in material production are

excluded from decision-making processes, but also

because the maintenance of this division, including

by systems of formalised teaching and learning,

pushes workers who do develop an oppositional

perspective into adopting forms of fatalism when

they think about big issues. In industrial capitalist

society, for example, it has in the past encouraged,

even amongst workers who are class-struggle

activists, an assumption that capitalism will

inevitably collapse of itself and be succeeded by

socialism, while amongst the broader population,

including workers, it has encouraged a

complementary fatalism – namely the assumption

that capitalism is rooted in human nature, and

hence is the only feasible form of social

organisation.

     In the 1820s and 1830s, the Society for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge tried to miseducate

sections of working-class activists by getting them

to accept ‘political economy’ – that is, the precursor

of what is now orthodox pro-capitalist economics.

Similarly, in the lead-up to the period of industrial

struggle preceding World War 1, Christian Socialists

organising through the so-called Workers’ Education

Association and the Oxford University Extension

Delegacy produced the report Oxford and Working-

Class Education, sections of which offered lecturers

tips on how to counter Marxist ideas put forward by

working-class students in adult education

discussions.

    Mis-education, then, reinforces the division of

labour referred to earlier on, but, whether those

involved intend this or not, education properly so-

called contributes to reversing it.

Class

    We use the words ‘working-class’ to describe the

whole population of working age who have to work

for somebody else in order to live, regardless of the

class they were born into, and regardless of whether

the work they do is mainly manual or mainly mental.

We include their dependent children, partners or

family members looking after children, acting as
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carers etc, as well as workers who have retired, plus

people who are on benefits because there’s no work

for them. And we don’t exclude people who on paper

are sole traders unless they own so much in the

way of plant or work premises that they really

function as small businesses. We include

‘knowledge workers’ and people who do ‘middle

class’ jobs, but we exclude people whose ‘earnings’

are so large that they’re really a share of profits (for

example some city traders).

    We understand that occasionally people can

belong to several classes at once, and that they can

move backwards and forward between classes. In a

world perspective, we understand that in rural areas

of many countries there are people who are partly

wage earners, either on other people’s land or as

artisans or home-workers, partly small proprietors

working land which they themselves own (which may

or may not be loaded down with debt), and partly

even landlords (because they rent out part of their

own land) or employers (they pay someone to help

them). But this complexity makes concepts like

working-class more, not less, necessary as tools for

understanding the world.

Activists

In the phrase IWCE, ‘working-class education’ in

essence means education ‘of working-class adults,

by working-class adults, for working-class adults’,

with the proviso that IWCE is in the first instance

aimed not at every working-class people person, but

primarily at those who are activists or close to

becoming activists. It aims, then, to educate a thin

layer of workers, but to do so in such a way that

they will become the educators, and the tutor

educators, of others.

    Secondly, because the ruling class has always

restricted key areas of knowledge to its own

members or its direct agents, there could at one

time have been no IWCE without the support of

people who had been educated to a high level by the

mainstream system, and who at that time would not

have been working-class, except occasionally by

origin. But now the mainstream higher education

system is creating within itself, including in the most

elite universities, a proletarianised layer of highly

educated people. This layer contains PhD and post-

doctoral students who may or may not be from

working-class origins and who are employed, often

on zero hours contracts, to do hourly-paid teaching.

It also includes basic grade lecturers, especially

women, retained on temporary contracts for years

on end, shut out from doing their own research, and

classed as ‘teaching only’ staff. In the end we will be

able to rebuild IWCE only if we can find amongst

this ‘academic proletariat’ the minority who will be

prepared to bring knowledge which is locked up in

elite universities into IWCE classes. In this sense,

then, IWCE would be education by working-class

people.

    Thirdly, IWCE is for working-class people,

because that is implicit in the idea of ‘independence’

(workers decide for themselves what teaching and

learning would be in the interests of workers).

     When we talk about a form of working-class

education being independent, we don’t mean that

the people who are involved in it have already broken

free from the influence of other classes, because we

don’t think this is possible in present day society.

Rather, we mean that they are trying thus to break

free, and also, that they have succeeded at least to

the extent that working-class activists themselves

willingly pay for the education that is provided, either

as individuals out of their own pockets (including by

legacies), or collectively, for example out of union

subscriptions following a democratic decision in a

branch. So the powers-that-be can’t shut them down

merely by cutting off the funding.

    To sum up, then, by ‘independent working-class

education’ we mean teaching and learning that aims

to make available the whole truth and nothing but

the truth in areas of knowledge, understanding and

skill that are relevant to class-struggle activity. This

will be provided by a group of workers who possess

the necessary knowledge, either through life-

experience or higher education or both. They will

provide it to a group of other workers who are actual

or potential union or community activists. The

interaction between these two groups of people will

be such that each teaches and learns from the

other. This will take place in circumstances which

are not under the financial control of other classes

and in which ideas that reflect the ideological

influence of those other classes can be

systematically identified and challenged.


